－From the 9/11 to the 3/11 Japan Earthquake Massacre－

2011/3/31.

Circumstantial evidences indicates the outrageous warcriminals(9/11 and 3/11) by
the NAZIS reincurnated in USA after the war.
-We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in
purpose, and insidious in method.......Dwight_D._Eisenhower-.
http://mcadams.posc.mu.edu/ike.htm
[１]:The coincidence of two democrat political changes
and earthquake massacre in Japan.
http://www.777true.net/EARTH-QUAKE-WEAPON-by-USA
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Those are thoroughgoing brutality against colony nations(Middle east and Japan)
by outrageous deception and terrorism on people.Could you miss this outrageous
warcriminals once again ??. USA must compensate warcriminals on Middle
east,Haiti,etc and Japan.

[２]:The Global Deepest Back Ground(operation END GAME by the fanatic MIC):
⑴Operation END GAME(80% mankind massacre).
Problem which must be solved entirely depends on following thesis.Now all of us
has been encoutering the final judgement to live or die due to Catastrophic
Climate Change caused by excess consuming fossil energy in hegemonism capitalism.
Then which will you follow whether co-living altogether or supreriorism
survibing,or God or Satan ?.
Satan(Rockfeller with MIC and his nobility friends)terribly hate own status quo
decline in the hegemonism capitalism,which now become global evil device
filtering man survibing from man perishing.
The latter is the fanatic MIC the superiorism extreme.They conspire 80% mankind
perishing(operation END GAME),but not 80% CO2 reduction(op GLOBAL RAMADAN).
Then progression of CCC would cause global famine due to extreme-nized climate
change in each nations at each years.Also earthquake weapon,however,for which
author could not verify the physical evidence,would become kernel secret weapon
for global massacre by scilent of us all !!.
⑵Foods:
In Touhoku earthquake massacre,more than 20000 people was killed.In Fukushima
nuclear power plant turnmoil(this events has many covering up suspisions,of
which details could not be metioned now),danger radiation diffusion would
destroy precious farms and fishery sea. Those would be severe long term damage
on Japanese dairy life.Yes,they tried to cutoff our foods battle front line.
⑶Energy:
An aspect of disaster at this time could be symbolized by Fukushima neclear
power plant terrible destruction,which had been simuletaneous symbol of mass
energy consumption and mass authority of energy industry capitalism.
Author(a physisists on energy by B wave generation and Solar Heating)also could
not help to recognize threatenning by this disaster.Or in other world,it is also
them-selves who feel serious crisis by those great clean energy potentiality.
Note that the earthquake occured(2011/3/11:14.46)after when he had confirmed
90℃ temperature rise by small solar heating box with single glass window.
The ideal max temperature by complete insulated solar heating box(impossible
realizing)with black inner surface is 87℃.

Over temperature 90℃ is called "green house effect".If we setted another mirror
heat input path,over 100℃ would become possible.Those details would be
mentioned in the later.Note that those theory is not new one,but has already
been wellknown for many scientists,but general amateure people may have not been
known widely.Solar heating is enormous potential in global energy revolution.
Certainly there would be some inconvinient in utilizing solar heater,however,
a solar heating in fine days could sufficiently provide "bath water and cooking
heat" in dairy life without any fee for Electric and Gas CO.
So once you could have saved foods (and housing),you could become almost free.
Note that solar heating is far simple and effective than any modern harmful
energy technology.This is a remarkable upside down feature of evil modern
civilization !!!. Good old days were real,and a real could be realized again
with some modern modifications such as solar heating.
[３]:９/11 the beggining of ending ?,or one of starting to turn the world !!.
Our wish is unique to stop the brutallity of MIC((Rockfeller with MIC and his
nobility friends).Yes,actual democratizing USA is the central thesis of now
world.President Barack Obama with all American's genuine mission is to dissolve
MIC. Then the key is whole disclosing of fact 9/11 the outrageous brutality of
MIC and whole disclosing fact of emergent Climate Change Crisis.
Unless,President Obama would become a guide to hell.
By anyhow,now world is entirely upside down one due to miss truth and justice.
Excess material civilization of now world is an entirely mass synchronous strong
delusion to hell.The upside down is an essential property of Satan.Those who
follow them would be in hell in near future.So you must be waken up first as
possible. Time left for global saving is not so much.

